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 not just new but better
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getting to                 

BETTER

Understand lives and contexts.

Apply judicious design.

Create products, services, policies that 
are accessible, relevant, and usable.



How can we design inclusive financial 
services for China’s marginalized?



CHINA



Skyrocketing (literally) economy.

Photo by Flickr userJack French under a Creative Commons License.



so many left behind

But many left behind. 



Innovation is possible...



Innovation is afoot.



ensuring 
innovation 
remains

INCLUSIVE
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METHODOLOGY

Individual structured and
unstructured interviews



METHODOLOGY

Observation



METHODOLOGY

Direct service use



OUR TEAM



So what did we find?



What financial exclusion looks like...



Rural 
Populations



Story of 
migrant  workers

Migrant 
Populations



Minority 
Populations
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So how do we design for inclusion?

1. Trust

2.Uncertainty

3. Touchpoints



TRUST



“I can only trust my tribe.”

TRUST



TRUST

When people feel disconnected 
from macro trends, they develop 
strong in-group tendencies.



TRUST

Technology should be used 
to extend and enhance, 
not replace, social bonds. 



UNCERTAINTY



UNCERTAINTY

“During Mao’s reign, things were bad. 
But at least we knew we were poor 
and that we would continue to be poor. 
That’s better than not knowing 
where we’ll be tomorrow.”



UNCERTAINTY

Certainty in poverty is better than 
uncertainty in elusive prosperity.



UNCERTAINTY

Consumer education should 
stress the stability new models bring, 

based on identifiable use-cases.
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TOUCHPOINTS
      “I am not what they see on TV.”



Rural equivalents often 
look very di!erent.

TOUCHPOINTS



TOUCHPOINTS
Design for agents, intermediaries, 
and influencers, not just end-users. 



5. TOUCHPOINTS
    TO THE NEW   

   

Rural agents are limited, and seen 
as inferior to those in the cities

IMPLICATIONS FOR DESIGN



Designing new 
services



Designing new 
services

better
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WHAT’S NEXT?
OUR EFFORTS +

YOUR ENGAGEMENT



THANKS!
panthea@theReboot.org  
zack@theReboot.org

http://theReboot.org  


